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Undoubtedly, Z-series Mk3 is the best solution for the military application. Its rugged body is endurable in 
the harsh circumstances such as wartime condition with strong shock and vibration. This high-grade VSAT 
will allow your ultimate effectiveness of network connection, having shown its true worth in Naval vessels 
around the world.

U.S Military Standard Fully Complied
Z-series Mk3 is more than ready to support the military application. They are designed to meet U.S military 
standard test, MIL-STD-901D, MIL-STD-167, MIL-STD-461F and MIL-STD-810 by KNS’ rigorous analysis of vibra-
tion and shock level in wartime environment. In virtue of the structural strength, Navies and Coast- guards 
in more than 15 countries are operating Mk3 over the years with high satisfaction.

Shock Absorber, Wire Rope Isolator and Rubber Damper Included
For rugged stabilizer in wartime environment, Z-series Mk3 equipped Shock Absorber in the pedestal and 
rubber dampers on the bottom. It makes the antenna protected from the heavy shock and strong vibration.

KNS Web-GUI Support
Separate installation of software is not required for monitoring and control. KNS web-interface allows you 
to operate the antenna more easily just with some clicks in your phone, PC, or Tablets with Wi-Fi. You can 
simply check the current status and set the parameters in real-time. Automatic Daily Report of Log history 
to your email is useful to monitor the system without log in Web-interface.

Simplified and Easier Maintenance
Z-series Mk3 concentrated on your convenience of maintenance and operation. Most of parts are compati- 
ble among all Mk3 systems. They can be replaced and switched among axis or different sizes of antennas, 
which simplifies the maintenance and spare parts.
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